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SHOEBOX SHIFT
A Comprehensive Audiometric Solution for Out-of-the-Booth Testing
Bringing your occupational hearing testing program into the 21st century by simplifying
workflows, automating processes, and providing an optimal employee experience.

SHOEBOX for Hearing Conservation:
✓✓ Is Less Expensive - than outsourcing
✓✓ Offers Greater Flexibility - to test
on a rolling schedule
✓✓ Delivers a Better Employee
Experience - by testing in any quiet,
comfortable location
✓✓ Ensures Comprehensive Testing
Coverage - no more missed
appointments or lost test data

#shifthappens

www.shoebox.md
1-877-349-9934
info@shoebox.md
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Comprised of program management services, testing equipment, and data management,
SHOEBOX Shift helps businesses take control of their occupational hearing testing programs.
Not sure how to get started? We offer a host
of professional services, including audiological
review, EMR integration and mobile device
management options. Let us assess your needs
and suggest how we can help.

Testing with SHOEBOX is easy and accurate. The
system is clinically validated and optimized for
use outside of a sound booth. If you are looking
for an alternative to the traditional mobile clinics,
SHOEBOX can help you bring your program inhouse. In-house testing means less disruption to
your business operations, and the best part? No
more missed tests or lost data.
SHOEBOX systems include access to our secure
portal for managing employee records. Easily
import historical data from other systems, set or
revise baselines, and automate shift reporting.
Program records and reports are automatically
generated and available at your fingertips. We
even offer custom integrations to any EMR
system, ensuring that your audiometric data will
always remain up to date and meet compliance
requirements.
If you are thinking about bringing your occupational hearing testing program in-house, we know we
can help you save time and money while offering an optimal experience to your employees. Let us
show you how to get started today.

SHOEBOX® is a registered trademark of SHOEBOX Inc
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